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Discoid Weapons in Ancient India:

Vedic Cakra, Pavi and Ksurapavi*

Of the weapons of attack mentioned in the ancient literatures of

India tlie cakra, (juoit oi discus, appears to be an implement peculiar

to the Indian wariioi s armoiny, for it is hardly found in other

cultures. Apart from its lexical citations, the references to this wea[)on

occur mostly in mythical or lej^endaiY contexts, especially in Epic

myiholot^y where it is best known as the battle-disk Siularsana of

Visnu-Krsna, Vasudeva or Naravana.' In the Muhabhiunia it is sijjnifi*

candy referred to as beinjr ‘htirled with force from the Iiands of

Visnu’ (I.l 101^, 1 1 88), and Krsna is slated to have cut Saubha in twain

by means of the Sudarsana (111.883). That a wt^apon, and not merely

an ornament, was implied by the Epic writers is luriher clear from

Krsna's epitlu't caktimidha found in the MBh (V.5(r, XV.6f)5; cf.

1.1163), Uarixamsa (.5800, 9212) and the Riiinayana (VI. 102.12), a

use with which may be compan'd the term cakniyodhin, ‘disc us-

fighter’, applied to a d'lmxvd in the V/\yjw Putann (1.21.12). Most

conspicuous among the gods of epic and Puranic mythology as

wieldt'r of the cakra is doubtless Krsna and such epithets as

cakradharin, cakra (ffada)hhr(, cakra(gada)dhara, cakrapani and

cakrayudha are applied especially to Krsna, or to Ki .sna qua Visnu,

and in a few instances to Visnu himself.'^ The Bbagavadglta (XI.46)

describes the Kisna-Visnu epiphany as cakrahasla, ‘having a discus

in hand’, and the Harivainsa (8193, 8376) applies the epithet

cakrapanin to the same. The disi us of Visnu is also referied to in the

Visnu Purina (1.13.46) and the Varaba Purina an allegorical

interpretation of Vi.snu’s cakra as ‘the Oycle f)f Time’'*, doubtless

echoing RV, (1.155.6). Another symbolic representation of the idea

*Adyar Library Bulletin, Vol. 25, 1961.
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is (bund in ihc Ramayana (NW, IV.35; cf. Hariv, 12408, 12847). The
Ramayana also mentions along with Guh)'akas and Suparnas a class

of scmi-mythical beings called the cakradharas (V.44.22), which is

pn)bably explained by the MBh reference to the Siddhas as

cakradharas (XIV.429). In the Bhagavata Purina (1.9.4) Krsna

appears as cakrin and Siva himself receives that appellation in the

MBh (XIII.745). That ihe term cakradhara is probably earlier than

the Kpic period may be inferred from its incidence in the Sadvimsa

Br. (V.IO) and ihe Adhhuta Br. (10). It is extremely signiPicanl that

the term cakradhara is used in the MBh (U1.8221) for a ‘universal

monarch', or (‘mperoi
, an idea which may ttirow considerable light

on the meaning of the famous epithet cakravartin which, perhaps,

occurs in Sanskrit literature for the first linu* in the Maitri Up. (1.4)

if the Brhaddeviita reference (V.123) is considered posterior.

Apart from the above allusions of a mythical ( harac ter, there are

several rc.'fcrenrcs in tlie epic and later Sanskrit literature which

prove' that the cakra was a real weapon wielded by human warriors

and which also provide some knowledge of its construction and
method of use. The MBh itself refers at one place to an actual warrior

as cakradhara or 'discus-bearer' (I.()257). rhe same epic (1.33.2 ff.)

de.scribes the weapon cakta as being made of iron {ayastu^a) and
sharp edged {(iksnadhara) and adds that it is cast by revolving or

whirling (paribhrama)

.

The Matsya Purina (150, 195) defines it as

a wheel having eight spokes apd besmeared with oil.'* According to

the Vamana Purina (79), the cakra has lustrous and sharp edges.

I^u(il)'a (II, ch. 18) defines it as a calayanlra, prol)ably meaning a

‘projectile mechanism’. Ofthe classical texts, the Raghitvani.sa (VII.46)

characterizes this weapon as ksuragra, that is, as Mallinatha under-

stands it, ‘whose edge is as sharp as that ofa razor’ . The Sisupalavadha

ofMagha (XVIII.45) describes it as a w'eapon which is hurled from a

distance and cuts off the limbs of the enemy. The very late text on
diplomacy, the Nhipiakasikic enumerates among the projectile or

sopasamhara weapons fcnir kinds of cakras : the dandacakra or the

lethal discus, dhanna-cakra, the wheel of righteousness, kHa-cakra,

the discus of Death and aindra-cakra, the discus of Indra,'^ It further

.says (IV.47) that the weapon is a circular disc (kundalikara) with a

triangular hole in the middle. The Agni Purina (252.8) defines the

techniques of handling the discus, and the Sukraniti gives five or

seven motions connected with the hurling ofthe weapon. Comment-
ing on this passage, Oppert says that the cakra ‘is most probably
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identical with the quoit still in use in some Sikh regiments and also

among the troops of native Indian princes’.® Reference may also be

made to representation of cakras in sculpture. In the Simhala fresco

in i^anta discoid weapons are seen to fly through the air. Hindu
iconography shows several examples of cakras^ some with spokes as

in the chariot-wheels and others with spokes shaped like the petals

of the lotus.’ In some of these the sharp edges arc distinctly marked.

A few examples of Visnu’s discus also occur in sculpture.® Thus
although most of the notices concerning the cakra as discus or quoit

occur in the sphere of myth and legend, there seem to be suflicicnl

grounds for inferring that in ancient India an actual weapon by that

namewas in use. In fact, in a South Indian text, the Kalingattu Parani,

it is said that itwas part ofa prince’s education to be (rained in (he use

of ‘the five kinds ofweapons, beginning with the discus’.® Moreover,

certain epigraphic references loo seem to confirm this idea.*®

In view of (he above evidence for the existence ofa real disc oid or

quoil-like wcay)on in posl-Vedic India, it becomes an interesting

problem to seek lo discover whether such an implement of attack is

found in the warlike culture of the Rgveda. Such a weapon, if it

existed, would naturally be ntentioned in connection with the more
bellicose deities, particularly India and the Maruts. And this is

exactly what we find in the hymns of ihe Rgveda.Among the weapons

used by Indra against the asunvi and other opponents we do find

mentioned a cakra, or sometimes a c^jAr/ofwhich the sulTix -/may be

regarded as only pleonastic on theauthorilyofWackcrnagel.** In RV,

[VIII.85 (= 96), 9] Indra is implored to scatter, aided by the Maruts,

the godless and weaponless asuras with cakra (amivudhaset asura

adci'^ cakrena lam apa vapa rjisin). Grillith in his translation has a

note to the eflect that cakra here means the ‘discus, a sharp-edged

quoit used as a weapon of war’,*^ and Wilson actually u anslales it as

‘discus’.'* Sayana’s comment cakrarupena vajrcna shows that he

regarded it as a weapon of discoid .shape but was doubtful ;ts to its

specific function as a club or prcjjectile. Similarly in RV (11.11.20),

Indra is reported to have ‘hurled forth his cakra as the sun [sends his

disk rolling] , and, aided by the Ahgirases, rent Vala* {avartayal suijo

na cakram, bhinad valam indro angirasv^); the figure of Surya

rolling the solar disk is oihcwise attested (e.g., VII.63.2). Sayana’s

explanation is as before: ‘whirled his vajra for the slaughter of the

asuras* {asurahananarthaip vajram abhramayat). In another context

{RVt II.34.9; ct 14), the Maruts arc requested lo ‘save us from the
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injurcr, the mortal foe’ and ’attack [lit. whirl at] him with glowing

[lit. heated] disk’ (vartayata tapu^ cakriyabhi tarn). The use of

heated missiles in battle is referred to even in other places (e.g., asna

tapusa, RV, II.30.4; tapusim hetim, III.30.17; cf. VI.52.3; VII. 104.5).

There is no doubt that the cakrimust have been made of metal (or

Slone? ) to be able to be healed. In fact, Sayana understandssome kind

of javelin or dart in this instance {rstyakhyaya cakriya) and, in the

same hymn, on cakriya in verse 14 adds: rstyakhycnayudhcna. More-

over. it is noteworthy that in the above examples the causative verb

variaya- is usc‘d in the sense of ‘to hurl by rotating’ or ‘to send

whirling*. Such a use is exemplified also in f>iher contexts*"* both with

the accusative of the object (weapon) and the dative of the victim as

in RV, (Vll. 104.4) (cf. 1.121.9), and. with the instniinental of the

implementand the accusative ol the person attiicked as in the passage

under discussion, and, for example in A*V' (Vll. 104.5). Such an

idiomatic useof var/ava- may also be found in RV, (V.30.7; VIII. 14. 1 3)

.

The sense of weapon for cakrais also cl(‘ar from AV''(X.73.9) where
the term obviously signifies the thunderbolt of Indi a. Although this

stan/a has not been elucidated by Savana fbi th(‘ Rf^'cda, yet in his

comment on the parallel pas.sage at 5K (1.33 1 ) , he gives the sense of

ayudha and (Friffiih renders it by ‘quoit*, rhere is anolher4nstance

of cakra in RV, (1.155.6) which seems particularly important in view

ofthe famous connection ofVisnu with the discusalrcady referred to

It is said there that ‘like the^wliirling cakra he [Visnu] has set in

motion his ninctyfour racing steeds' (cakram na vntarn vyatiravivipai )

.

Sayana’s comment here is most illuminating: '\rttam cakram na:

babvaropciam cakram iva tarn yatha satror upari praksvpanaya

bhramayati.

.

.’ (like a with many spokes, which he whirls with

the intention ofcasting it on the enemy) . It is certain that Sayana has

at the back of his mind the celebrated discus Sudarsana, the first of

Visnu’s live weapons. For all these contexts Geldner in his transla-

tion*'^ merely renders cakra by rad (wheel)without commenting on
its actual implication, probably following Ch assmann who too groups

all these under the simple .sense of ‘wheel’ in his Worterbuch and

gives the same .scn.se in his translation.

The nature-myth imageryofthe Rgvedahas in some places equated

the .solar disk*® with the cakra, and in some contexts Indra is said to

have hurled at his enemies the .solar disk tearing oITor plundering it

from the sun (svar, surya) . In RV, (1,1 30.9) he is eulogised as having

lorn off {pra brhai) the wheel of the sun {suias) and deprived his
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opponents (the tyrannous ones of verse 8) of their life (lit. speech).

Sayana on this verse records a legend {itihasa) as to how Indra used
the sun’s disk as a weapon against the asuras. In another passage

{rV.16.12), Indra is implored to ’crush the Dasyusat once . . . tearing

off in the onslaught the disk of the sun' (sadyo dasyi'm pra mrna . .

.

pra suras cakram brhatadahhfkc), 'fhis idea has an e xact pai ailel in

RV (1.174.5) where the poet says Met him tear the sun’s disk offin the

onslaught, let the thunderbolt-armed go forth to mee t his rivals’ {pra

suras cakram brhalad ahhike abhi spidho xasisad vajra-bahuh cf.

V.29.10). We are not wrong, therefore, if we see the' same idea of

tearing off the sun’s disk in RV (IV.28.2) where Indra is said to have

wrenched {khidal) the disk ofthe sun, and in another passage where

he is described as having plundered (musayah) the .mih’s cakra in the

fight and driven away the e\il-docrs*’ (VI..S1.S; cf. 1.175.^; IX'.MO.I).

Just as in the above instances the authors oftlu^ hymns seem to have

associated the image of the sun s ‘wheel’ with the cakra as r rnvthical

weapon of Indra, so do they afipear to have connec ted iii their

imagination the latter w'ith the wheel of the wai-c hai iot. In a much
discu.ssed context, namely /?!' (1.53.9), Indra is said to have ‘beaten

down (ni

.

. . avrnak) with his evil-footed*” chariot-wheel (cakrrna

rathya duspada) the twice ten rulers of tribes . .
.
[who adv^anccdl '.

WMiether w^e find here* a reference to arnuxl wheels of the war-

chariots, as Whitney suggested for the term ksimi-pavioi ihc AV to be

discussed later, remains problematical.

From the above discussion it may be surmised that the cakra as a

weapon ofattack implies a ‘crossing’ of two or three poetical image's.

The stone di.scus as a primitive implement, probably suiviving*‘* li'om

the neolithic hunting cultures of the primitive Indo-Kuropean

peri()d^^ may, per'haps, be the prototypal concept. That Slone Ag(!

primitive man might have alreacly devised evtai in a crude and

rudimentary' form such an impk'meni (a potential weapon ofaitack)

is inferable from the sharp-edged discoid flakes that have been

unearthed by archaeologists.'^* Moreover, it is significant that in

ancient Greece the massive diskos made of stone wa.s popular',

although as an object of spori.^^ The thr owing ol the discus or the

quoit had become a game as had ihc throwing of the javelin both

originally perhaps pnyectilc weapons of attack."’* In the Rgvedic

period, however, the discus seems to have survivt'd at k'ast as the

mythical w'capon cakra used by Indra, with its nature-myth

counterpart in the solar disk of the heavens. On this image already
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complex, m\iho-pociic fancyapparcnllysupcr-added (sec RV, 1.53,9)

the symbol of the wheel of ihc war-chariot whose popularization

among Vcdic Aryans must he solely atiributed to the chariot-warriors

reflected in the characters oflndra and his hosts, the Maruts. Indra,

indeed, is the mthcsthfi, par excellence, ihe epithet being exclusively

used for him in the Rt{vvd:L^'^

rhe above attempt to establish the sense of Rgvcdic cakra as

referring in some contexts at least to a discoid weapon receives

considerable sn.pport from an isolated instance of its occurrence in

the Avesta. In a fragmentary text, Aogcmitdacca (81) we find the

phrase hacnaya cakhravaityti, which the Sanskrit commentaiy of

Naiiyosang has rcnder<‘d by cakru-sastra-dhari, that is tosav, ‘bearing

the weapon discus or quoit'. In spite of Her/feld’s ingenious sugges-

tion that the text may be refe rring here to a ‘chariot-regiment**^

—

lakhraxn his opinion being used in this cf>mpound parspro toiolhr

the ratha — oiu' would rather agree with the traditional c xplanation,

and regard the cakhra as a discus or quoit like the Vcdic parallel.

Bartholomae’s interpretation oi' cakhravant liercas ‘bearing a wheel

as field-badge (rnilitaiy ernhlr'm)**^’ is far more justifiable, although

he has offered no further explanation of its .significance. If“ the

meaning of discus or quoit be accepted for the Avesian worchtlso, it

may indicate an Indo-Iranian provenance for this particular weapon,

which, as we had reason to surmise above, possibly survived into the

Rgvcdic period from an earliet^c*ra.

There is further evidence in the Vedic literature supporting the

idea that the Aiyans of the early period knew' of a sharp-edged,

circular metallic weapon of attack. It has been generally recognized

that apart from its simple sense of w^heel-band fir tire of the chariot-

wheel (Nirukta, V.5; ratha-nenu) the word paviaho implies in a few

instiinccs in the Rgveda some kind of weapon*’ although its exact

character is not sufficiently clarified. This latter meaning, no doubt,

is based on nirukta XII.30 (- .itiya) and Naighantuka 11,20 (- vajra).

Consequently, pavi has been taken as ‘metallic point of spear or

arrow’ or a ‘bolt’. The etymology of this word is somewhat obscure,**

but ifronnect<‘d with I min pavio, pavire, to strikeor crush, 1 .ithuanian

pjautiy to cut or immolate, and probably also with Greek paio,^'^ the

meaning of some sort of weapon as Indian tradition pictured it is

cerUiinly plausible. It is significant that in some con text'' of the

Rgveda the term pavi while obviotisly signifying the tires or rims of

the chariot-wheels of the Maruts (or the Asvins) also contains the
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suggestion oftheir being employed as rain-making implements (c.g.,

1.64.1; 180.1) remindingone unmistakably ofthe dual role ofIndra’s

vajra. Perhaps, ii is the same idea that is implied in V(L88.2) where

the Maruts are said ‘to strike the earth with tlie tire of their chariot’

{pavia rathasyajanghananta fo/ilima). These instances show a ‘crossr

ing’ of the ideas of tire and weapon, just as in the case of rakra as

indicated above. It is, however difficult to visualize an implement or

the shape or a lire being used as a weapon, since in several contexts

paw is compared to a sharp blade, as ofan axe. falling on the victim

and chopping his trunk or limbs. On the other hand, if the weapon
is understood as some form ofquoit, which in the poets’ imagination

had sometimes been associated with the lire, on account of its

circular metallic nature, the sense of several contexts seems to

impiove.

In RV, (VI. 8.5) Agni is implored to ‘cut down the wicked (foe), as

it w'ere, wiilt th(‘ pavL like a tree with a sharp edg<' fof an axe]'*^^

(pavreva . . . aghasamsam . , . nica ni vrsca \aninam na ujasa). Here

Sayana equates pavi with vajra, as he often docs for ih(' K'nn cakra.

Orifruh guesses with ‘sharp<‘ned bolt’, while (ieldner cautiously

takes it as ‘iron wc'apon’ (ii/Mvi). What has to be empha.sized here is

the intended parallelism betwT<‘n pa\ra and tejasa, the latter, as

(icldner has rendered it, meaning the ‘shai pc'ued edge (ofa cutting

instrument)’—a sense several times found for icjas in the Rgveda?^

Henc e by pavi reference to a weapon with extremely sharp edge,

used with that edge striking the \ictini, is clear from this context. A
similar appeal is addressed to Indra in /?V(X. 180.2) ( = AV', VII.84.3):

‘Whetting thy darling, .sb »rp pav/. O Indi a, di.smernber our foes . .
.’

(srkam samsaya pavim indra (igniam vi satrun taUii). Sayaria takes

srkam as adjective to pavv/n in th< .sense of ‘mining’ {sardnasJlam)

which seems preferable to regarding it as a noun with the meaning

of ‘dart’ as most translators have done. It is signillcani that both the

verbs ni vnisc and vi taksare most appropriate to describe the action

ofa shar|>edgcd weapon falling sudclenlv on the victim and severing

his head or limbs from the trunk. We may compare the use of vi taks

in /?V(1. 158.5) {siroyadasya traitano vi taksal). It would certainly be

odd to conceive of a rim-shap(‘d metal band being capable of such a

function. It isonly ifwe lakepavV asaqiioit that these contexts assume

some intelligible meaning. In particular the difficult stan/a in RV
(X. 156.3) becomes amenable to a reasonable interpretation if pavi

is taken in thar sense. There Agni isaddre.sscd with the words: 'ahgdhi
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khaip vartaya panim" Grassmann in his Worterbuch promptly sug-

gested the emendation of the curious panim to pavim and in his

translation gave the rendering ‘turn the .wheel*. He had the support

ofthe Samaveda (II.7. 15.3) which reads pavim, the reading followed

by GrifTith too in his Rgveda translation. Geldner, who is not entliu-

siastic about this emendation, renders the phrase (with panim) as

‘smear tlie hole for the hub] and turn [i.e. convert] the niggard’,

adding a note to say that the idea is figurative. Unfortunately for him
such a sense of vartaya is nowhere attested in the Rgveda, whereas its

consuint use in the sense of ‘whirling’ (such its wheels or discoid

weapons) has alrcadly been referred to as in the case of cakra,

Griffith’s ‘oil thou the socket, turn the wheel’ following Grassmann
seems much more reasonable, the only objection being that pavi

never means the wheel of the chariot in the Vt'da or clsew^herf*. As

shown earlier, it means only the metallic rim or tire round the wheel.

If we regard pavi here as the weapon, i.e. some form of quoit, a

positively clear meaning is attained. In that case the oiling would

reler to some application of a lubricant to the* insid(‘ socket (kham)

of the quoit for swilter whirling and easy i (please, fhat sonu* discoid

weapons had a triangular hole in the middle has been recorded in

the Nniprakasikiids referred to (*arli(‘t . W(! may also compai^the art

ofthrowing the Greek diskosy/hkh wasswung with the help ofa helve

of wood pul into the hole.*‘ In fact, the Matsya Purana (150, 19.5)

actually refers to the weapon eaA:/vj as being oiled, an idea which

clearly supports the above interpretation.

In view of the above occurrence of pavi m the likely sense of a

cjuoit, the incidence of the term ksura-pavi, ‘ra/or-edged pavP, twice

in the Athai'vaveda (XII. 5.20, 55) assumes particular significance. In

this hymn, inculcating the danger of robbing or harming a

Brahmana’s cow, it is said that ‘she is a bolt (vajra) when running

(18); a missile {hclih) when she draweih up her hooves ... (19); a

ksura-pavi when she beholdeth (20)’. Again lower down (54-55) in

the same h^mn the cow is addres.scd: ‘Burning, consuming, as the

ra//;iof the Brahmana, becoming Death, as the ksura-pavi, pursue thy

course’ {ksuiapavir mrtyur bhulva vi dhava tvam). In both tliese

contexts Griffith translates the tenn by ‘sharp as a razor’. Whitney

too taking it as an adjective renders it as ‘keen-edged’ , but in the latter

context adds a note that the reading V7 dhava tvam ‘probably carries

on the figure implied in ksura-pavi which applies especially to the

armed wheels of a battle chariot’.*'* Whitney possibly refers to the
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sense of pavi as ‘tire’ developing into that of ‘wheel*. But such a

semantic development is hardly attested in the language, as re-

marked earlier. Thus, considering also what has been said above

regarding the meaning ofpavi, it appearsjustifiable to conclude that

ksura-pavimost probably was a weapon ofthe shape ofa flattish metal

ringvnth its outer edge as sharp as a razor blade. Further evidence as

to the substantive ‘weapon’ sense of the term may be found in the

Taittiriya Sarhhita (1 1. 1.5.7) where, in a cryptic simile, prosperity is

compared to the ksurapavi and the sacrificial post, shaped like a

wooden sword, to the vajrH\ its terror-striking character being im-

plied in V.6.6. 1 ; VI.2.5.2, etc.®"* This substantive sense is also found at

Maitrayani SarhhiUi 1.10.14 (= KathakaSamhitaXXX\/\.8)vthcTelhe

Marius arc described as having destroyed the xaclim with the ksura”

pavi, the Nirukta (V.5) glossing it as Mire' or ‘wheel-band’. The
Satapatha Br. (VII. 3.2.5, fi) refers ac tually l(# xajran ksurapavin, and

with thismay becompared the statement at /ri/m/nmi Br. (1.98) which

equates the ksurapavi vj'nh the vajra. It may be observed that vajra,

although prominently used for the celebrated thunderbolt of Indra,

in course oftime assumed in the Vedic period itself the general sense

of ‘weapon

Definite support for the above interpretation comes from the

existence in Pali {fataka, 1V.3) of the term khura-cakka which is

clearly conceived as a ‘wheel’ which immolates the victim by its

rotation {ibid., p. 4). C>)wrlP’ rendcTcd the term as ‘a wheel sharp as

a razor’. The real character of this weapon is brought out in the

phrase khuraparivaruenapi rakkrna found in the Digha Nikaya

(1.52) which Rhys Davids translated as ‘with a discus sharp as a

razfir”*”, the Pali commentarv'on this passage'’‘^equaling khura-cakka

with khura-nerni, when* ncmi is thr exact equivalent ofpav; as shown

earlier. It may be added that in Prakrit loo pavi is found in the sense

of vajra, the weapon of Indra'*^ a use which receives confirmation

from the phrase (vajrcna) ksura-hhrstina in .4 V (XI 1.5.66), which

WTiitney has translated as ‘razor-pronged i vajraY

.

The above discussion should throw some light on the obscure

passage of Rgveda (1.166.10) wheu' the Maruts are described as

‘having blades [razors] on their pavis' {pavisu k.suni adhi). Max
Muller translated the phrase as ‘on th(*ir fellies (an*) sharp edges’,

suggesting, as Wliitney did for the Atharraveda ksitra-pavireferred to

above, ‘armed wheels of a battle chariot’. Howt ver, he is doubtful

‘whether in In(iiaorels(‘vvhere the tires or the wlieels ofchariotswere
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ever used as weapons of attack, as detached from the chariot . .

.

Sayana says that weapons like the vajra with sharp edges is meant

(pavisu vajrasadrsesvayudhesu ksurah ksuradharah)

,

and, accord-

ing to the context, pavidocs not appear to implyany connection here

with chariots. Considering the real nature of the other weapons

carried by the Maruts, it seems very probable that the reference is to

some sort ofsharp-edged quoit. Even more puzzling an occurrence

of the term is found in Rffvcda (V.31.5) which states that ‘without

steeds or chariots the pavissped by Indra whirled upon the Dasyus’

(anasvasoyo pavayo *ratha indresita ahhyavurtanta dasyun). It may
be that this reference too is to rim-like quoits in their (horizontal)

flight which the poet seems to connect with chariot-wheels in his

imagination.**^ At the beginning of this paper reference was made to

caAra.v conceived of as having spokes like the chariot-wheels. Thus it

seems most probable that even in these contexts the reference is to

a discoid or quoit-like weapon which, as we have at templed to show

in this paper, formed part of the ancient Indian warrior's battle gear.
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